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Abstract. We present a logical approach to intention change. Inspired by Brat-
man’s theory, we define intention as the choice to perform a given action at a
certain time point in the future. This notion is modeled in a modal logic con-
taining a temporal modality and modal operators for belief and choice. Intention
change is then modeled by a specific kind of dynamic operator, that we call ‘local
assignment’. This is an operation on the model that changes the truth value of
atomic formulae at specific time points. Two particular kinds of intention change
are considered in some detail: intention generation and intention reconsideration.

1 Introduction

According to Bratman’s planning theory of intention [6], rational agents build complex
plans and organize their life on the basis of sequences of actions. They intend to perform
certain actions and plans because they have reasons to perform them, and they write
these actions and plans on their mental agenda, in order to remember when to perform
them. In other terms, rational agents settle themselves in advance on plans for the future.
That is, they have future-directed intentions. But also, they intend to do things here and
now. That is, they have present-directed intentions. In such situations, they initiate the
intended action and sustain it until its completion. As the time goes on, rational agents
keep their future-oriented intentions unless they have no more reason to perform in the
future what they intend to do. Hence, they reconsider their plans and possibly change
them.

So, a future-directed intention has its own life in the mind of an agent. There is
an initial moment in which it is generated. As time goes on, it may be reconsidered
and eventually dropped. But, it may also last until it transforms into a present-directed
intention, which is responsible for initiating the agent’s action.

Since the seminal work of Cohen & Levesque [9] aimed at implementing Bratman’s
theory of intention, many formal logics for reasoning about intentions and plans, and for
describing their dynamics have been developed (see, e.g. [23,27,22,29,20,2,7,10,18,15]).
Most of them are based on dynamic logic extended by doxastic modal operators, and
by modal operators for motivational attitudes, such as preferences, goals and intentions.
These logics are traditionally called BDI (belief, desire, intention) logics. But, although
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logical analysis of intention and plan dynamics are available in the literature, the issue
of a formal semantics for the dynamics of intentions and plans has received much less
attention. Indeed, all previous approaches are mostly interested in characterizing in the
object language the epistemic conditions under which an agent’s intention persists over
time, and the epistemic conditions under which an agent’s intention is generated. How-
ever, they do not provide a semantic characterization of the process of generating an
intention and of the process of reconsidering an intention.

The aim of this work is to shed light on this unexplored area by proposing a formal
semantics of intention and plan dynamics based on the notion of local assignment.
The function of a local assignment is to change the truth value of a given proposition
at a specific time point along a history. We combine a static modal logic including a
temporal modality and modal operators for mental attitudes belief and choice with three
kinds of dynamic modalities and corresponding three kinds of local assignments: local
assignments operating on an agent’s beliefs, local assignments operating on the agent’s
choices and local assignments operating on the physical world. An agent’s intention is
defined in our approach as the agent’s choice to perform a given action at a certain time
point in the future, and two operations on intentions called intention generation and
intention reconsideration are defined as specific kinds of local assignments on choices.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The first part (Section 2) introduces
a static logic of time, action, belief, choice and intention. In the second part (Section
3), we move from a static perspective on agents’ attitudes to a dynamic perspective,
by adding the notion of local assignment to the logic of Section 2. We first present the
syntax and semantics of three kinds of assignments: on beliefs, on choices and on the
physical world. Then, in Section 4, we focus on two specific kinds of local assignment
which allow to model the processes of plan generation and plan reconsideration. In
Section 5, we apply our logical framework to a concrete example. Finally, in Section 6,
we discuss some related work.

2 A logic of Time, Action and Mental Attitudes

We introduce a modal logic called L which supports reasoning about time, action and
three di�erent kinds of mental attitudes: beliefs, choices (or chosen goals), and inten-
tions.

2.1 Syntax

Let � � �0� 1� 2� � � � � be the set of nonnegative integers. Let ATMFact
� � f1� f2� � � � � be

a nonempty finite set of atoms denoting facts (or state of a�airs). And let ATMAct
�

��� �� � � � � be a nonempty finite set of atoms denoting actions. The atom � stands for
‘the agent performs a certain action �’. We define ATM � ATMFact � ATMAct to be the
set of atomic formulae. We denote p� q� � � � the elements in ATM.

The language � of the logic L is the set of formulae defined by the following BNF:

� ::� � � p � �� � � � � � [�]� � [�]� � 	�

where p ranges over ATM. The other Boolean constructions
, �, � and are defined
from �, � and � in the standard way.



The three modal operators of our logic have the following reading: [�]� means ‘the
agent believes that �’, [�]� means ‘the agent has chosen �’ (or ‘the agent wants �

to be true’), and �� means ‘� will be true in the next state, if no event a�ecting the
world occurs’. The operator� describes the passive (or inertial) evolution of the world.
That is, how the world evolves over time when no event a�ecting it occurs (this point
will be better clarified in Section 3.4). 1 Operator [�] is used to denote the agent’s
choices. That is, the state of a�airs that the agent has decided to pursue. Similar oper-
ators have been studied in [9,20,23]. We write �n

� to indicate that the sentence � is

subject to n iterations of the modality �, where n � �. More formally, �0
�

def
� �,

and �n�1
�

def
� ��n

�. The following abbreviation defines the concept of intention for
every � � ATMAct and n � �:

�
n(�)

def
� [�]�n

�

�
n(�) stands for ‘the agent intends to do action � in n steps from now’. Note that, if the

agent has the intention to do � only once n steps from now, then after n steps �n(�) does
not hold anymore. That is, the intention is dropped once n steps have passed.

2.2 Semantics

Definition 1 (L-model). Models of the logic L (L-models) are tuples M� �H�B�C �V �,
where:

– H � �h� h�
� � � � � is a nonempty set of possible histories;

– B and C are two total functions with signature H �� 2H such that for every
h � H:

(C1) if h� � B(h) then B(h�) � B(h),
(C2) if h� � B(h) then C (h�) � C (h);

– V is a valuation function with signature ATM �� 2H��.

For every history h, B(h) is the set of histories that are compatible with the agent’s
beliefs at history h (or belief accessible histories at h), and C (h) is the set of histories
that are compatible with the agent’s choices at history h (or choice accessible histories
at h). Constraint C1 (resp. C2) expresses that the agent’s beliefs (resp. choices) are
positively and negatively introspective.

Relations C and B are defined on histories instead of on points on histories. If
the latter approach had been taken, it would be possible that the agent chooses, resp.
believes, to be at a di�erent time point than the actual one. To avoid this, it would
be necessary to add restrictions to the model in order to “synchronize” choices and
believes. The resulting class of models would validate the same formulae as the one we
use here.

We call ‘pointed model’ a pair M� h(n), where M is a model as defined above, h � H
and n � �.

1 The logic presented up till here could easily be extended with other temporal operators, such
as “until”. But, this would make the axiomatization of its extension, presented in Section 3.3,
more complicated. We prefer to leave it for future work.



Definition 2 (Truth of L-formulae). The satisfaction relation ��, between formulae in
L and pointed models, is defined recursively as follows:

M� h(n) �� �

M� h(n) �� p i� (h� n) � V (p)

M� h(n) �� �� i� not M� h(n) �� �

M� h(n) �� � � � i� M� h(n) �� � or M� h(n) �� �

M� h(n) �� �� i� M� h(n � 1) �� �

M� h(n) �� [�]� i� M� h�(n) �� � for all h� � C (h)

M� h(n) �� [�]� i� M� h�(n) �� � for all h� � B(h)

We write ��L � to denote that � is valid (i.e. � is true in all L-pointed models). We
say that � is satisfiable if and only if �� is not valid.

2.3 Axiomatization

Fig. 1 (on page 140) contains the axiomatization of the logic L. We have Axioms K,
D, 4 and 5 for beliefs and Axioms K and D for choices (as in [9]). Thus, we assume
that if an agent believes (resp. does not believe) that � then he believes this (Axioms
4 and 5 for [�]), and we also assume that an agent cannot have inconsistent beliefs
(Axiom D for [�]). We assume that an agent cannot have inconsistent choices (Axiom
D for [�]). And we also assume that if an agent wants (resp. does not want) � to be
true then he believes this (Axioms PIntr[�] and NIntr[�]). Similar principles of positive
and negative introspection for choices are given in [13]. At the current stage, these are
the only interaction principles between beliefs and choices. We postpone to future work
a refinement of the logic L by interaction principles like [�]� � [�]� (if the agent
believes that � then he wants � to be true) or [�]� � [�]� (if the agent wants � to be
true then he believes that �). Similar principles have been studied for instance in [9,23].

We also have a basic principle for the temporal next operator (Axiom Funct�): �
will be true in the next state if and only if it is not the case that � will be false in the
next state.

Finally, we have interaction principles between time and beliefs, and between time
and goals. These are called perfect recall (Axioms PR[�] and PR[�]) and no learning
(Axioms NL[�] and NL[�]) [14]. According to these four axioms, if the agent believes
(resp. wants) that � will be true in the next state if no event a�ecting the world occurs
then, if no event a�ecting the world occurs, in the next state the agent will believe (resp.
want) that � and vice-versa.

We call L the logic axiomatized by the principles in Fig. 1, and we write �L � if � is
a L-theorem. For example, the following is provable using Axiom 4, Necessitation rule
for [�] and Axiom PR[�]:

�L [�]�� 	 [�]�[�]�

Theorem 1. The logic L is completely axiomatized by the principles in Fig. 1.



All principles of classical propositional calculus(PC)

All principles of modal logic KD45 for [�](KD45[�])

All principles of modal logic KD for [�](KD[�])

All principles of modal logic K for�(K�)

[�]�� [�][�]�(PIntr[�])

�[�]�� [�]�[�]�(NIntr[�])

��� ����(Funct�)

[�]����[�]�(PR[�])

[�]����[�]�(PR[�])

�[�]�� [�]��(NL[�])

�[�]�� [�]��(NL[�])

Fig. 1. Axiomatization of L

Proof. First, we provide an alternative semantics for L, in terms of standard Kripke
frames. An alternative model is a tuple of the form M�

� �W� R�� R[�]� R[�]� V�, where
W is a non-empty set of possible worlds, R� is a serial and deterministic accessibility
relation over W, R[�] is a serial, transitive and Euclidean accessibility relation over W,
R[�] is a serial accessibility relation over W, V is a valuation function with signature
ATM � 2W , and where the following interaction constraints are satisfied:

if wR[�]w
� and w�R[�]w

�� then wR[�]w
��;(PIntr[�])

if wR[�]w
� and wR[�]w

�� then w�R[�]w
��;(NIntr[�])

if w(R� Æ R[�])w� then w(R[�] Æ R�)w�;(PR[�])

if w(R� Æ R[�])w� then w(R[�] Æ R�)w�;(PR[�])

if w(R[�] Æ R�)w� then w(R� Æ R[�])w�;(NL[�])

if w(R[�] Æ R�)w� then w(R� Æ R[�])w
�
�(NL[�])

Alternative pointed models are tuples of the form �M�
� w� where M� is as defined

above and w � W. The alternative satisfaction relation ���, as well as validity, are defined
as usual.

Second, it is easy to see that the axiomatic system in Fig. 1 is sound and complete
with respect to the class of alternative models, via the Sahlqvist theorem, cf. [5, Th.
2.42]. Indeed all axioms in Fig. 1 are in the so-called Sahlqvist class [25]. Thus, they
are all expressible as first-order conditions on Kripke models and are complete with
respect to the defined model classes.

Third, we show that for every alternative pointed model �M�
� w�, there is a pointed

model �M� h�, where M � �H�B�C �V �, such that for every formula � � �, M�
� w ��� �

if and only if M� h(0) �� �. The construction of �M� h� is performed in three steps:
Step 1: Unravel the alternative pointed model �M�

� w�, in such a way that it becomes
an infinite tree with root w and which is bisimilar [5] to the original model M�. Call this
new tree-shaped model M��.



Step 2: Label each world v in M�� with a natural number L(v), as follows: (a) L(w) � 0.
(b) L(v�) � L(v), if v� � (R[�] � R[�])(v). (c) L(v�) � L(v) � 1, if v� � R�(v). Re-
mark 1. Because M� satisfy constraints NL[�] PR[�] (resp. NL[�] and PR[�]), model M��

constructed in steps 1 and 2 has the following property: Let (v� v�)� (u� u�) � R�
�

(the
transitive closure of R�) such that L(v) � L(u) and L(v�) � L(u�). Then, (v� u) � R[�]

(resp. R[�]) if and only if (v�� u�) � R[�] (resp. R[�]).

Step 3: Construct the model M � �H�B�C �V � from model M��, as follows: (a) H
is the set of branches h � (v0� v1� v2� � � � ) of the tree such that (vi� vi�1) � R�, for all
i � 0. (b) B (resp. C ) is the set of pairs of branches (h� h�) of H such that there
is an arrow labeled by R[�] (resp. R[�]) from a world in h to a world in h�, and (c)
V (p) is the set of pairs (h� n) such that h � H, v is in the branch h, L(v) � n and
v � V(p).

Remark 2. It follows from the construction of M�� that, if (h� h�) � B (resp. C ) then
there is a pair of worlds (v� v�) such that L(v) � L(v�) and (v� v�) � R[�] (resp. R[�]).

Fourth, we show that �M��
� w� and �M� h(0)� are, in some sense, bisimilar.

Forth condition : It is easy to see that, by construction of M, if (v� v�) � R� then
L(v�) � L(v) � 1. Moreover, let v be in branch h � H, and v� in branch h� � H.
Then, if (v� v�) � R[�] (resp. R[�]) then, again by construction, (h� h�) � B (resp.
C ).

Back condition : Analogously, it is easy to see that if L(v�) � L(v) � 1 then (v� v�) � R�.
Moreover, if (h� h�) � B (resp. C ) then, by Remark 1, there is a pair of worlds (v� v�)
in M�� such that L(v) � L(v�) and (v� v�) � R[�] (resp. R[�]). Moreover, by Remark 2, for
every pair of worlds (u� u�) such that u is in branch h � H, u� is in branch h� � H and
L(u) � L(u�), we have that (u� u�) � R[�] (resp. R[�]).

Fifth, with an induction on the structure of � we show that �M��
� v� ��� � if and only

if �M� h(L(v))� �� �, where v is in branch h � H.
The induction base has two cases. Case 1 is � � �, and Case 2 is � � p for some

atomic formula p. Both are straightforward. There are five cases in the induction step,
one for each operator of the logic. The cases for the boolean operators � and 	 are
straightforward.

Case 3 is � � 
�1. �M��
� v� ��� 
�1 i� �M��

� v�� ��� �1, for all v� � R�(v) i�
�M� h(L(v�) � 1)� �� �1 (by the forth and back conditions above and the induction hy-
pothesis) i� �M� h(L(v))� �� 
�.

Case 4 is � � [�]�1. �M��
� v� ��� [�]�1 i� �M��

� v�� ��� �1, for all v� � R[�](v) i�
�M� h�(L(v))� �� �1, for all h� � R[�](h), and where v� is in the sequence h�. (again, by
the forth and back constructions above and the induction hypothesis) i� �M� h(L(v))� ��
[�]�1.

Case 5 is analogous to case Case 4.
Sixth, the converse can be done as well. That is, for every pointed model �M� h� it

is possible to construct an alternative pointed model �M�
� w� that satisfies the same for-

mulae of �. This is straightforward, and left to the reader.
�



3 Local Assignments

In this section, we extend the logic L of Section 2 by modal operators for physical world
change and mental attitude change. We distinguish two kinds of mental attitude change:
belief change and choice change. We call L� the extended logic. Logic L� is based on
the notion of local assignment. The function of a local assignment is to associate the
truth value of a certain formula � to a propositional atom p at a specific time point n
along a history.

3.1 Syntax

We write ASG to denote the set of all partial functions� with signature (ATM��) � �.
The elements in ASG are called local assignments, or simply assignments. We write
CASG to denote the set of all triples � � (�B� �C� �W ) such that �W � �B� �C � ASG.
The elements in the set CASG are called complex local assignments, or simply com-
plex assignments. Every complex assignment � � (�B� �C� �W ) is composed by a be-
lief assignment �B (an assignment responsible for belief change), a choice assignment
�C (an assignment responsible for choice change), and a world assignment �W (an
assignment responsible for world change). When spelling out the elements of �B �

�(p1� n1� �1)� � � � � (pm� nm� �m)�, we write it as �(p1�n1)
B
�� �1� � � � � (pm�nm)

B
�� �m�, and

analogously for �C and �W .

Definition 3 (��). Let � � (�B��C ��W ). We define �� as the triple (��B� ��C� ��W)
such that, for all p � ATM and n � �:

– ��B(p� n) � �B(p� n � 1),
– ��C(p� n) � �C(p� n � 1), and
– ��W (p� n) � �W (p� n � 1).

This means that the belief�choice�world assignments ��B���C ���W are obtained by,
respectively, shifting one step forward the belief�choice�world assignments �B��C��W .

The language �� of the logic L� is defined by the BNF:

� ::� p 	 
� 	 � � � 	 [�]� 	 [�]� 	 �� 	 [�:W]� 	 [�:B]� 	 [�:C]�

where p ranges over ATM and � ranges over CASG.
The formula [�:W]� stands for: ‘� holds in the physical world after the occurrence

of the event �’. The formula [�:B]� stands for: ‘� holds in the context of the agent’s
beliefs after the occurrence of the event �’. (This does not mean that the agent believes
� after �. See Theorem 3 for precision.) The formula [�:C]� stands for: ‘� holds in the
context of the agent’s choices after the occurrence of the event �’.

3.2 Semantics

For every L-model M, every n � � and every � � (�B� �C� �W ), we define the model
M�

n which results from the update of M at the time point n by the complex assignment
�.



Definition 4 (Updated model M�

n ). For every L-model M � �H�B�C �V � and every
n � �, M�

n is the tuple �H�

n �B
�

n �C
�

n �V
�

n �, where:

H�

n ��hW �h � H� � �hB�h � H� � �hC �h � H�;

B�

n (hW ) ��h�

B�h
� � B(h)�;

B�

n (hB) ��h�

B�h
� � B(h)�;

B�

n (hC) ��h�

C �h
� � B(h)�;

C �

n (hW ) ��h�

C �h
� � C (h)�;

C �

n (hB) ��h�

C �h
� � C (h)�;

C �

n (hC) ��h�

C �h
� � C (h)�;

V �

n (p) ��(hW � k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� �W (p�k�n)��

�(hW � k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� p��

�(hB� k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� �B(p�k�n)��

�(hB� k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� p��

�(hC � k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� �C(p�k�n)��

�(hC � k)�k � n and M� h(k) �� p��

M�

n is obtained by creating three copies of each history of the original model M (a
copy for the physical world, a copy for belief, a copy for choice). Moreover, for every
atom p and for every k � � such that k � n, the e�ect of updating model M at the
time point n by the event � is to assign the truth value of �B(p� k � n) to the atom p
at the time point k of all belief copies of the original histories, to assign the truth value
of �C(p� k � n) to the atom p at the time point k of all choice copies of the original
histories, and to assign the truth value of �W (p� k � n) to the atom p at the time point
k of all world copies of the original histories. For example, suppose that k � n. Then,
the e�ect of updating model M at the time point n by the event �, is to assign the truth
value of �B(p� 0) (resp. �C(p� 0), resp. �W (p� 0)) to the atom p at the time point n of all
belief copies (resp. choice copies, resp. world copies) of the original histories.

For every world copy hW , at hW the agent considers possible all belief copies of
those histories that he considered possible before the event �, and he chooses all choice
copies of those histories that he chose before the event �.

For every belief copy hB, at hB the agent considers possible all belief copies of those
histories that he considered possible before the event �, and he chooses all choice copies
of those histories that he chose before the event �.

For every choice copy hC , at hC the agent considers possible all choice copies of
those histories that he considered possible before the event �, and he chooses all choice
copies of those histories that he chose before the event �.

This construction of the updated model M�

n ensures that the agent is aware that his
choices have been changed accordingly so that the properties of positive and negative
introspection over the agent’s choices (Constraint C2 in Definition 1) are preserved after
the occurrence of the event �.

Theorem 2. If M is an L-model then M�

n is an L-model.

Proof. It is just trivial to prove that our operation of model update preserves Constraint
C1 in Definition 1. Let us prove that it also preserves Constraint C2.



Assume h�
B � B�

n (hW) and h��
C � C �

n (h�
B). It follows that h� � B(h) and h�� � C (h�).

Then, by constraint C2, we have h�� � C (h). Therefore, h��
C � C �

n (hW). In a similar
way we can prove that if h�

B � B�

n (hB) and h��
C � C �

n (h�
B) then h��

C � C �

n (hB), and if
h�

C � B�

n (hC) and h��
C � C �

n (h�
C) then h��

C � C �

n (hC).
Now, assume h�

C � C �

n (hW) and h��
B � B�

n (hW). It follows that h� � C (h) and h�� �

B(h). Then, by constraint C2, we have h� � C (h��). Therefore, h�
C � C �

n (h��
B). In a

similar way we can prove that if h�
C � C �

n (hB) and h��
B � B�

n (hB) then h�
C � C �

n (h��
B), and

if h�
C � C �

n (hC) and h��
C � B�

n (hC) then h�
C � C �

n (h��
C). ��

Definition 5 (Truth of L�-formulae). The satisfaction relation ��, between formulae
in L� and pointed models, is defined by the conditions in Definition 2 together with the
following three conditions:

– M� h(n) �� [�:W]� i� M�

n � hW(n�1) �� �;
– M� h(n) �� [�:B]� i� M�

n � hB(n�1) �� �;
– M� h(n) �� [�:C]� i� M�

n � hC(n�1) �� �.

Note that, according to the previous definition, the occurrence of the event � takes
time. That is, an event � is a transition from a time point n along a history h of a model
M to the successor of time point n along the world copy (or belief copy, or choice copy)
of history h in the updated model M�

n .

3.3 Axiomatization

We have reduction axioms for the three operators [�:W], [�:B] and [�:C]. They are called
reduction axioms because, read from left to right, they reduce the complexity of those
operators in a formula.

Theorem 3. Suppose � � (�B��C ��W ). Then, the following schemata are valid in L�:

R1a. [�:W]p � �W (p�1) R4a. [�:W]��� �[��:W]�

R1b. [�:B]p � �B(p�1) R4b. [�:B]��� �[��:B]�

R1c. [�:C]p � �C(p�1) R4c. [�:C]��� �[��:C]�

R2a. [�:W]��� �[�:W]� R5a. [�:W][�]�� [�][�:B]�

R2b. [�:B]��� �[�:B]� R5b. [�:B][�]�� [�][�:B]�

R2c. [�:C]��� �[�:C]� R5c. [�:C][�]�� [�][�:C]�

R3a. [�:W](� � �) � ([�:W]� � [�:W]�) R6a. [�:W][�]�� [�][�:C]�

R3b. [�:B](� � �) � ([�:B]� � [�:B]�) R6b. [�:B][�]�� [�][�:C]�

R3c. [�:C](� � �) � ([�:C]� � [�:C]�) R6c. [�:C][�]�� [�][�:C]�

Proof. We prove only R4a as an example.
M� h(n) �� [�:W]��

IFF M�

n � hW(n�1) �� ��

IFF M�

n � hW((n�1)�1) �� �

IFF M��

n�1� hW((n�1)�1) �� � (because M�

n � M��

n�1)
IFF M� h(n�1) �� [��:W]�
IFF M� h(n) �� �[��:W]�. ��



Theorem 4. The logic L� is completely axiomatized by principles in Fig. 1 together
with the schemata of Theorem 3 and the rule of replacement of proved equivalence.

Proof. Using the reduction axioms R1a-R6c in Theorem 3, and the rule of replacement
of proved equivalence, every L� formula can be reduced to an equivalent L formula.
Hence, the completeness of L� is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 1. ��

In the rest of the paper we write �L� � if � is a L�-theorem.

3.4 Discussion

The present approach o�ers two di�erent temporal perspectives on world evolution,
where the world includes both the physical world and the mental world (i.e. the agent’s
beliefs and choices).

In order to describe the passive (or inertial) evolution of the world (i.e. how the world
evolves over time when there are no occurrences of events which a�ect the physical
world and the agent’s beliefs and choices), we use the next operator � in the static
framework L. Note that the operator � corresponds in the semantics to a transition
from a state in the current model M to the unique successor state in the same model M.

In order to describe the active evolution of the world (i.e. how the world evolves
over time when there are occurrences of events which a�ect the physical world and the
agent’s beliefs and choices), we use the dynamic operators [�:W], [�:B] and [�:C] in the
dynamic framework L�. We consider all possible transitions from the current model M
to a new model which corresponds to the update of M through an event � a�ecting the
physical world and the agent’s beliefs and choices.

In other terms, in order to describe the active evolution of the world a branching
time perspective is adopted in our approach. That is, we suppose that the world might
actively evolve in many di�erent ways depending on the event � which occurs and
which a�ects it. On the contrary, in order to describe the inertial evolution of the world
a linear time perspective is adopted in our approach, that is, we suppose that the world
passively�inertially evolves in a deterministic way.

4 Intention and Plan Dynamics in L�

Two basic operations on an agent’s intentions can be defined in L�: the operation of
generating an intention to do an action � n steps from now, noted gen(��n); and the
operation of reconsidering (or erasing) an intention to do an action � n steps from
now, noted rec(��n). These two operations are defined as follows by means of choice
assignments: 2

gen(��n)
def
� (��n)

C
�� �

rec(��n)
def
� (��n)

C
�� �

2 The generalization to conjunctive intentions can be done with simultaneous assignments. For

instance, operation gen(� � ��n)
def
� (��n)

C
�� �� (��n)

C
�� �, i.e. a partial local assignment

function with domain �(�� n)� (�� n)�.



The following are L�-theorems which highlight some interesting properties of
intention generation and intention reconsideration. For every n�m � � and for every
�� � � ACT we have:

�L� [(���gen(��n�1)���):W]�n(�)(1)

�L� [(���rec(��n�1)���):W]��n(�)(2)

�L� [(���gen(��n�1)���):C]�n�(3)

�L� [(���rec(��n�1)���):C]��n�(4)

�L� ��m(�) � [(���gen(��n)���):W]��m�1(�)(5)

if � � � or m � n

�L� �
m(�) � [(���rec(��n)���):W]�m�1(�)(6)

if � � � or m � n

Proof. We prove theorem (1) as an example. Formula [(���gen(��n�1)���):W]�n(�) is
equivalent to [�][(���gen(��n�1)���):C]�n� (by R6a and rule of replacement of proved
equivalences). The latter is equivalent to [�]�n[(���gen(��1)���):C]� (by repeated appli-
cation of R4c and rule of replacement of proved equivalence) which in turn is equivalent
to [�]�n	 (by R1c and rule of replacement of proved equivalence). The latter is equiv-
alent to 	. 
�

According to theorem (1), after generating the intention to do � n�1 steps from now, in
the physical world the agent intends to do � n steps from now. According to theorem (2),
after reconsidering the intention to do � n�1 steps from now, in the physical world the
agent does not intend to do � n steps from now. In Definition 5 we have supposed that
the occurrence of a local assignment takes time (one time unit). Consequently, also the
processes of generating�reconsidering an intention takes time. This is the reason why,
as stated by theorems (1) and (2), the process of generating�reconsidering the intention
to do � n�1 steps from now generates�reconsiders an intention to � n steps from now,
and not an intention to do � n�1 steps from now.

Note that the two processes of intention generation and intention reconsideration
comply with temporal precedence, that is, the process of reconsidering a certain inten-
tion cancels the e�ects of a previous process of generating the same intention, and the
process of generating a certain intention cancels the e�ects of a previous process of
reconsidering the same intention. More formally, by theorems (1) and (2), we have:

�L� [(���gen(��n�2)���):W][(���rec(��n�1)���):W]��n(�)

�L� [(���rec(��n�2)���):W][(���gen(��n�1)���):W]�n(�)

Theorems (3) and (4) express the corresponding e�ects of the processes of intention
generation and of intention reconsideration in the context of the agent’s choices: after
generating (resp. reconsidering) the intention to do � n�1 steps from now, in the context
of the agent’s choices it is the case that the agent will perform (resp. will not perform)
action � n steps from now.

Theorems (5) and (6) express that the operations of intention generation and of inten-
tion reconsideration are characterized by partial modifications of an agent’s plan. That



is, the process of generating�reconsidering a plan does not a�ect the other plans of the
agent: if � and � are di�erent actions or m and n are di�erent, and the agent intends
(resp. does not intend) to do � m steps from now then, after reconsidering (resp. gener-
ating) the intention do � n steps from now, the agent will intend (resp. not intend) to do
� m�1 steps from now.

Intention generation (gen(��n)) and reconsideration (rec(��n)) are mental events
which have to be distinguished from the processes of starting an action (or trying to
do an action) and stopping an action which are events operating on the physical world.
The latter are defined by means of world assignments as follows:

start(�)
def
� (��1)

W
�� �

stop(�)
def
� (��1)

W
�� �

The following are two L�-theorems which highlight the basic properties of the pro-
cesses of starting an action and stopping an action. For every � � ACT we have:

�L� [(����	start(�)
):W]�(7)

�L� [(����	stop(�)
):W]��(8)

According to theorem (7), after starting action �, the agent performs action �. Ac-
cording to theorem (8), after stopping action �, the agent does not perform action �.

5 Application

Before concluding, we illustrate through an example how L� can be concretely used to
model intention dynamics.

Executability of intention generation. We denote with ��Gen(��n)� the fact ‘it is pos-
sible that the agent will generate the intention to do action � n steps from now, and
� will be true afterwards’. Consequently, ��Gen(��n)� just means ‘the agent will
possibly generate the intention to do action � n steps from now’. The construction
��Gen(��n)� is defined as follows.

��Gen(��n)�
���
� ��n(�) � [�]�ngood

�
�

[(��	gen(��n)
��):W]�

According to this definition, the executability of the process of generating the in-
tention to do � n steps from now is determined by two conditions: the agent does not
have already this intention (i.e. ��n(�)) and he believes that, n steps from now, doing
action � will be something good for him (i.e. [�]�ngood

�
), where good

�
is a special

atom in ATMFact expressing that ‘performing action � is good for the agent’. Indeed,
��Gen(��n)� and ��n(�) � [�]�ngood

�
are logically equivalent. Note that the con-

dition [�]�ngood
�

corresponds to the notion of reasons for intending or reasons for
acting. This notion has been extensively studied in the philosophical literature on ac-
tion and intention (see, e.g. [28,20]). A reason for intending is a belief that the agent uses
as premise of a practical argument (viz. the argument that concludes in an intention).



Executability of intention reconsideration. The notion of executability of the process
of intention reconsideration is defined in a similar way as follows:

��Rec(��n)���
���
� �

n(�) � [�]�n�good
�
�

[(���rec(��n)���):W]�

��Rec(��n)��� denotes the fact ‘it is possible that the agent will reconsider his inten-
tion to do action � n steps from now, and � will be true afterwards’. Consequently,
��Gen(��n)��	 just means ‘the agent will possibly reconsider his intention to do action
� n steps from now’. According to this definition, the executability of the process of re-
considering the intention to do � n steps from now is determined by two conditions: (1)
the agent has this intention (i.e. �n(�)) and (2) he believes that, n steps from now, doing
action � will be something bad for him (i.e. [�]�n�good

�
). 3 Indeed, ��Rec(��n)��	

and �
n(�) � [�]�n�good

�
are logically equivalent.

Executability of action. The notion of executability of the process of starting an action
is defined as follows:

��Start(�)���
���
� �

1(�) � [�]�good
�
�

[(�����start(�)�):W]�

��Start(�)��� denotes the fact ‘it is possible that the agent will start action �, and � will
be true afterwards’. Consequently, ��Gen(��n)��	 just means ‘the agent will possibly
start action �’. According to this definition, the executability of the process of starting
action � is determined by two conditions: (1) the agent has intention to perform action �

in the next step (�1(�)) and (2) he believes that, in the next state, doing action � will be
something good for him (i.e. [�]�good

�
). Indeed, ��Start(�)��	 and �1(�)�[�]�good

�

are logically equivalent.

An example. We suppose that the agent wants to reach a certain place called Utopia in
n steps from now, with n 
 4. He can go to Utopia either by train or by car. That is,
ATMAct

� �train� car�. The agent has decided to go by train. Thus, he has the intention
to go to Utopia by train and does not have the intention to go to Utopia by car:

H. �
n(train) � ��n(car).

Now, suppose the agent is informed that there is a train strike that day and, n steps from
now, there will be no train going to Utopia. Thus, the agent learns that going to Utopia
by train is a bad solution, whereas going to Utopia by car is a good solution. How are the
agent’s intentions and plans a�ected by this new information? The following theorem
clarifies this point.

�L� H �[(�(goodtrain�n)
B
� �� (goodcar�n)

B
� 	�����):W](9)

��Rec(train�n�1)����Gen(car�n�2)��

�n�4��Start(car)��car

3 We here suppose that the agent believes that doing � will be something bad for him if and only
if, he believes that doing � will be something not good for him.



According to theorem (9), hypothesis H ensures that, after having learnt that going to
Utopia by train is a bad solution and going to Utopia by car is a good solution:

– the agent will possibly reconsider its intention to go to Utopia by train n�1 steps
from now and,

– after that, it will possibly generate the intention to go to Utopia by car n�2 steps
from now and,

– n�4 steps later, if the world will evolve passively�inertially, the agent will possibly
start to go to Utopia by car and,

– as a consequence, he will go to Utopia by car.

Thus, theorem (9) shows that L� concretely models intention dynamics in this example.

6 Related Work and Perspectives

Assignments were studied before in the literature on logic for information dynamics.
However they were only applied to the dynamics of belief and knowledge [12,3], and
there is still no application of this notion to the theory of intention. Furthermore, pre-
vious works in the area of Dynamic Epistemic Logic (DEL) [11] have only focused on
assignments at a specific moment in time, and have not considered delayed assignments,
that can operate locally, i.e. on specific future points in a model. In this paper we have
shown that local assignments are well-suited to model intention and plan dynamics.

It has also to be noted that complex assignments restricted to n � 0 correspond to a
three-event BMS action model [1]. Given a future point n in time, one can in principle
again construct an action model from the composition of complex assignments and
next operators in a sequence of length n (where the next operators correspond to ‘clock
ticks’, so-called ‘nothing happens’ action models).

In [4,19] a logic of knowledge and preference dynamics is provided. In van Benthem
& Liu’s approach knowledge dynamics are modeled by means of announcements (or up-
dates), whereas preference dynamics are modeled by means of operations on accessibil-
ity relations called upgrades. We think that local assignments, rather than announcements
and upgrades, are more suited to model intention dynamics. Indeed, intention dynamics
are obtained by partial modifications of an agent’s plan and not necessarily by global
modifications, and local assignments are a natural candidate to formalize these kinds of
operations. This aspect of intention dynamics has been discussed in Section 3.3.

In [16], van der Hoek et al. present a formal model of intention revision strongly
inspired by [9]. In this model an agent’s mental state (which includes the agent’s be-
liefs, desires and intentions) changes because the agent has made observations of his
environment. In particular, observations cause change in beliefs and, indirectly, may
produce change in the agent’s intentions. The treatment of beliefs, desires, intentions
and their dynamics proposed by van der Hoek et al. is rather syntactical (i.e. an agent’s
beliefs, desires and intentions are just sets of sentences and there are no modalities for
these mental attitudes interpreted by means of model structures). This is the main dif-
ference with our approach whose objective is to provide a model-theoretic semantics of
intentions and intention dynamics.



In [26], Shoham discusses the interaction of belief revision and intention revision. He
treats belief revision more in the traditional AGM sense than in the dynamic epistemic
modal sense. The paper has the character of a requirements analysis. A prior paper
on belief and intention interaction in the AGM tradition, however without intention
dynamics, is [8]. Work by Icard, Pacuit and Shoham [17] employs a dynamic modal
approach for intention revision.

Rodenhäuser [24] associates an intention with a protocol, a sequence of planned
actions that may also involve factual change—but not the local change as in our case;
he also does not employ choice modalities.

Directions for future research are manifold. In this paper we only considered the
single-agent case. We plan to extend our approach to the multi-agent setting in which
agents can act in parallel and communicate their choices, beliefs and intentions to other
agents. As anticipated in Section 2.3, we also plan to refine our logical framework by
adding more interaction principles between the belief operator and the choice operator.
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